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Abstract - Digital game play is becoming increasingly prevalent. Its participant-players number in the millions and its
revenues are in billions of dollars. As they grow in popularity, digital games are also growing in complexity, depth and
sophistication. This paper presents reasons why games and gameplay matter to the future of education. Drawing upon these
works, the potential for instruction in digital games is recognised. Previous works in the area were also analysed with respect
to their theoretical findings. Hence, the authors in this study propose some existing Arabic language learning games
intended for education of children. The analysis result shows that the majority of Arabic language learning games is limited
to alphabet content. The overall presentation lacks of quality in term of graphics, animations, colors, and voice-over.
Keywords - Digital Game Play, Educational Games, Arabic Language, DGBLL, Gamification.

original game software market in Malaysia is almost
non-existent due to the piracy of most game software
in the market. As an example, Malaysian Ministry of
Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs’ (MDTCA)
has seized more than 110,000 copies of pirated
computer and video games in a raid on one illegal
duplication lab, which is capable of duplicating 2.4
million pirated discs per year. Looking at the seized
volume of pirated software, we can presume that
there are many digital games players locally[5].

I. INTRODUCTION
Children spend many of their waking hours engaged
in play[1]. Play contributes to cognitive development
in a number of ways. It helps children to develop
imaginary and memory which is essential for thinking
about past, present and future [2]. They play games in
classes, in their off-hours, even as part of their private
contemplation. There is a growing body of literature
that recognises the importance of games in children
students’ lives. Over the last several decades, new
technologies have allowed digital media to create a
multibillion- dollar entertainment industry commonly
known as computer video and digital games.

The digital games industry is a multi-billion dollar
industry, with games being developed for a variety of
platforms, devices and emerging technologies
Educators and trainers have looked at the multibillion dollars computer and video game industry for
inspiration. While the primary purpose of games is
entertainment, the underlying design employs a
variety of strategies and techniques intended to
engage players in gameplay. The traditional school
finds, at present, difficulties to maintain the
concentration of the student and to foment its desire
to learn. Faced with this reality, the use of
educational games is one of the ways to motivate the
student to participate actively in the activities[6]. This
paper discusses the various aspects of digital games
with a view to use this powerful medium to support
children’s language learning.

In 2016, the U.S. computer and video game industry
generated $30.4 billion in revenue, according to new
data released by the Entertainment Software
Association (ESA) and the NPD Group. This is total
consumer spend figure includes revenues from all
hardware,
software,
peripherals,and
in-game
purchases Separately, ESA highlighted that video
game software revenue grew 6 percent from the 2015
level. In 2016, video game software revenue which
includes physical packaged goods, mobile games,
downloadable content, subscriptions and other
revenue streams, reached $24.5 billion up from 23.2
billion in 2015. Sales in the U.S. digital games market
had grown from $43.3 billion in revenue in 2018, up
to 18 percent from 2017[3]. Furthermore, retail sales
of video games in U.S. reached a record US$7.4
billion in 2004.

II. THE GAMES
Games is a difficult concept to define. To date,
computer games researchers are still debating the
definition of games; the entry of educators into the
fray complicates matters further[7] . However, in this
paper, the terms ‘digital game’, 'mobile game’,
‘computer games’ and ‘video games’ are defined as

In 2004, Malaysia's online gaming market was worth
US$7 million in subscription revenue in 2019 up to 2
percent in 2018 [4]. This statistics doesn’t yet include
other type of games (non-online) that are pirated. The
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digital applications that can be controlled by
individuals or groups of players using a phone, tablet,
computer or a video/console such as Playstation or
Xbox machine.

simulation, (5) shooter, (6) sports, (7) role-playing,
and (8) puzzle games. However these categories are
not mutually exclusive. Many games fall into more
than one category [21], such as being both adventure
and combat games.

Digital games are today an important part of most
children’s leisure and is increasingly becoming an
important part of our culture as a whole. According to
Entertainment Software Association (ESA), 28% of
game players are children under 18 years old in
USA[8]. Hence certain features of games can be
adopted to make learning interesting and rewarding
for children.

Based on the statistical results reported in 113
reviewed papers, Chang and Hwang [10] suggest that,
for those new researchers who intend to adopt the
mobile gaming approach, the three most frequently
adopted game types (i.e., simulation game, role-play
game and gamification) can be considered first.
III. WHY DO PEOPLE PLAY GAMES?

A. Digital Games-Based Language Learning
(DGBLL)
Recent interest in games and learning stems from
debates about the role and practices of education in a
new century, rather than from belief that young
people find games motivating and fun, therefore, they
should be exploited in educational contexts.

Research on the motivations for games playing have
been carried out across a number of disciplines.
Being able to scrutinize the aspects of motivating
play is important for designing games and gamified
systems since the main purpose of gameful
interaction is essentially to provide motivational
affordances [22] .

Definitions of game-based learning mostly emphasize
that is a type of game play with defined learning
outcomes [9]. According to Cheng and Whang[10]
digital game-based learning (DGBLL) refers to the
learning approach that incorporates educational
content or learning designs into digital games.
Research is mainly concerned with the development
of related competencies and literacies during game
play, the role of games in the formation of learning
communities either while gaming, or related to game
play . We need to create both a good game as well as
a good learning experience. This can be achieved by
either creating a game for the purpose from scratch or
adapting an existing game to fit into an educational
framework[11]. But according to Chen etc al [12] the
literature still appears to lack a systematic framework
for guiding the integration of language learning with
contextual game-based environments. The positive
impact and instructional advantages of DGBLL
materials over printed course materials have been
reported in relation to improvements in learners’
listening skills [13][14], in vocabulary knowledge
[15] and writing skills [16], [17] in communication,
grammatical accuracy and writing skills [18] and in
learners’ general fluency, pronunciation and reading
skills in the target language[13]. Along with language
skills, positive results have also been reported in
raising learners’ intercultural awareness and
intercultural communicative competence[19], [16]
because serious games provided learners an
invaluable opportunity to truly experience the target
culture.

Thomas Malone[23] identified three main ways in
which games were able to motivate players: fantasy,
challenge and curiosity.A survey by ESA found three
main reasons for gameplay: i) connect them with their
friends (55%), ii) it helps their family spend time
together (46%), iii) provides mental stimulation or
education. (75%) [24].
In the US, most of the children gameplay was
supported by parents. Four main reasons parents play
games with their children are fun for the entire family
(88%), they’re asked to (76%), , good opportunity to
socialize with the child (76%) and good opportunity
to monitor game content (59%) [25].
Presumably the fact that something does happen
encourage players to proceed, and the quality of what
happens in terms of user engagement is the factor that
keeps them playing [26]. It was suggested that the
degree of difficulty of gameplay is important for
children to enjoy playing and the game must be
neither too difficult nor too easy [27].
IV. GAMES AND CHILDREN
Game approach in education or playing while
learning is in the Malaysian preschool curriculum
[28]. Various researches on children gameplay have
been carried out. Systematic literature review of
research studies on game-based learning and
gamification conducted in Asian K–12 schools, that
conducted by So and Seo [29] have shown that the
reviewed articles advocated the positive efficacy of
games on learning outcomes Vasalou et al [29] apply
a social constructivist lens to DGBL for children who
struggle with literacy. The findings show that
children spontaneously engage in ‘game talk’

B. Categories of Games
There have been many attempts to classify games.
For example Ramsi [20]classify games using generic
descriptors of the current popular types, which
include (1) action, (2) adventure, (3) strategy, (4)
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introduce interesting learning strategies such as
independent and active learning through the use of
electronic materials. Thus, the focus is on learning
Arabic vocabulary only as a first step in learning
Arabic language throughdigital games that provides
more convenient and attractive learning process.

regarding game performance, content, actions and
experiences. While this game talk facilitates a strong
sense of social engagement and playfulness, it also
caters to a variety of new opportunities for learning
by sparking tutor and student-initiated interventions.
Ismail [30] carried out the research about document
analysis that focus on game, emotional, cognitive and
psychomotor element based on standard curriculum
blueprint for early childhood education. The result
shows that the developmental elements applied in the
game were suitable with the preschool students age
and it can achieve the objectives that outlined by the
National Preschool Curriculum Standard.

B. Digital Games-Based Arabic Language
Learning
A huge number of studies have been devoted to
various fields. Digital games based learning (DGBL)
in the field of language education have been widely
used due to their positive outcomes in learning and
learner participation. Usability, motivation, flow
state, affective engagement, and learning were
determined, which revealed that serious games were
frequently used with a high level of engagement.
However, there are not many relevant DGBL studies
in the context of Arabic language learning. There are
few games for learning Arabic dedicate to children.
Generally they are simplistic and tend to revolve
around the same trivial idea in language learning
[20].

V. ARABIC LANGUAGE LEARNING
Although Arabic has been studied as subjects in
primary and secondary schools, a large number of
students in Malaysia still can not speak Arabic.
Awang et al, [31] states that students do not have the
confidence to use Arabic in and out of the classroom.
According to Ghani et al, [32] the weakness of the
Arabic language has resulted in the impairment of the
quality of teaching and learning of Arabic language in
schools in Malaysia. Researchers have identified that
among the problems faced by students in Arabic
learning or other second language is related to the
vocabulary[32], [33].

Sahrir, MS, & Alias, NA[39] reported a positive
perception of university students in learning Arabic
online. To ensure the effectiveness of using digital
games in education, there are three main components
that should be considered: i) Pedagogy ii) DGBL
elements iii) ARCS model. There are some existing
online games that teach Arabic language to children
like ALADDIN, Salaam Arabic, and Araboh.com.
Although they showed success for children, they do
not address the Learning Disabilities (LDs) nor the
intellectual problems [40].

A. Arabic vocabularies learning
Vocabulary is an important aspect in language
because it is the first step in learning any language.
Without vocabulary, learning language skills such as
listening, speaking, reading and writing can not be
realized successfully[33]. In other words, vocabulary
is an essential part of language and it is the first step
in learning any language. Ashinida [34] and Ghazali
et.al [35] verified that poor knowledge of Arabic
vocabulary limits the ability of students to
communicate, write, read and listen to materials in
Arabic.[36][37].

C. Analysis of some existing games
The authors have reviewed some existing Arabic
Language Learning games intended for education of
children and chose the followinggames: Arabic
Games:Word and Vocabulary ,Arabic Alphabet Kids
,Secil Bahasa Arab, and Bee Learning Arabic. Figure
1 describes their major characteristics.

Therefore, Noor et al., [38] states that in order to
encourage students to learn Arabic, teachers need to
Game name

Description

Arabic Games(AGW)

The players only have multiple choice question. Player can learn and play with
40 level with different task)[42]

Arabic
(AAK)

Alphabet

Kids The players provide teaching Arabic alphabet but also to read and write basic
words using the names and sounds of animal. [43]

Secil Bahasa Arab (SBA)
Bee Learning
(BLA)

-This game provides : four modul to learn and games to practise the modull, voice
and shape to learn. [44]

Arabic - This game gives the player to know and learn alphabet and provide guide for
players [41]
Figure 1: Descriptions of Arabic Educational Games
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Table 2: Content Analysis of Arabic Educational Games

Game name

Content(i)

Organization
of the
contents(ii)

Interactivity(iii)

Graphics(iv)

Assessment(v)

AGW

2

2

2

2

1

AAK

1

1

1

1

2

SBA

1,2,3

2

1

1

1,2,3

BLA

1

1

2

3

1

notes:
(i)
Content:(1)Alphabet,(2)Words,(3)Numbers, (4)Pronunciation, (5)sentence, (6)Grammar
(ii)
Organization of the contents: (1) Randomly,(2) Organized
(iii)
Interactivity: (1)Sounds guide the player, (2) Boring
(iv)
Graphic (1) Colorful (2) Moderate (3) Poor
(v)
Assessment: (1) Multiple choice (2)Puzzle (3)Guessing
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